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I think the late start in January is widely appreciated. Our peers may start earlier, but our peers are also likely not in 
Ithaca in January. 

It takes away from the Winter break which would be a detriment to students who travel long distances to visit family 
for the holidays. 

Winter break is too short; S3 forces students to come back to campus much earlier, leaving essentially no time for 
students who live far away to return home and spend time with family. PARTICULARLY PROBLEMATIC: this calendar 
makes it impossible for international students to return home for the holiday season. This is an emotional burden, as 
many of them cannot return home during the summer because of work, projects or internships. Some may also have 
to renew/reapply for visas, which normally takes more than two weeks and can only be done in their home 
countries. 

This calendar would be unfeasible for every single international student travelling back over winter break 

I strongly disagree with this proposed calendar; having a month-long winter break is important to me as it enables 
me to spend valuable time at home with my partner and family in the winter months, which can be especially hard 
in Ithaca. 

NO! Taking 2 weeks away from winter break is a TERRIBLE idea. That is time spent with family and doing winter type 
things. There is no reason to move things earlier. 

I think spring break is fine, most students are accustomed to it and makes things cheaper to be offset from other 
schools 

This would make winter break too short. 

With commencement so close to labor day, this may make people have to think about choosing one event to travel 
for rather than 2 

The winters in Ithaca are really cold and long, so I really like that if we want, during the winter break, we can take 
some time to study or do research or some other projects where it's not as cold (especially since when we come 
back it might be April until it truly gets regularly warmer). Also, I'm an international student, so I like that the current 
winter break is a bit longer, to have time to get used to jet lag and enjoy being home and even do some research 
from the comfort of home before signing up for another big travel journey and coming back for spring classes. 

Starts too early!! This would destroy Jan Fab for project teams, and they 100% need those weeks before school 
starts. If you are someone on an engineering project team, you are already giving up two - three weeks of your 
winter break and decreasing winter break time would give you almost no break! Engineering project teams need Jan 
Fab and would not do as well in their competitions and the reputation would diminish. 

This is just a bad idea to start an extra 2 weeks early. Cornell students need a decent winter break to rest their minds 
before starting up again for Spring. I can attest that all my friends and I stressed out much more in Spring than Fall. 
Starting earlier will not help. 

Classes might start to early. Combined with the changes proposed for the fall calendar, this makes it almost 
impossible for international students to go back to their home countries for holiday at an affordable price. 

Would rather be here later in the spring when it's nice out than to be here earlier when it's coldest 

Winter break is too short. 

classes start too early, January break is valuable time 

WAY TOO SHORT of a winter break 

I would much rather have an extended winter/holiday break (current calendar). S3 begins too early in January. 

Making the Christmas/Winter holiday so short interferes with the ability of students to enjoy a restful and relaxing 
break.  Addittionally, if exams hypothetically end Dec 22, and classes start Jan 2, some students will not be able to go 
home if the are too far away.  Further, after a long semester, a break is well deserved and this runs the risk of 



burning students out. 

I think we need a winter break. 

Winter break is too short Still keeps Spring break relatively late Summer is too long 

Too early to start classes, the summer break is already fine, no more time, winter break is necessary by the time it is 
because it is the first semester for many and they need a break, not too short, many of them travel to see their 
families. 

Cuts too much into Holiday break 

Starting classes so early would be terrible for well-being given Ithaca's winters. International students may not be 
able to go home for such a short break. No classes in January help faculty and grad students focus on research 
instead of teaching. 

the winter break is so short and make it difficult for international student to go home and get back. 

Starting classes as early as January 8th would cut into the winter class period and would make the winter break too 
short. 

Spring semester in S3 starts too early. 

No one wants to be in Ithaca on January 8th. Messes up a lot of winter activities. 

As a graduate student, winter break is a crucial time for me to work on research without additional work 
commitments. Additionally, I play on a club athletic team that has our national championships in early May and 
moving exams to then makes it unlikely we could ever get enough players to compete. 

I strongly dislike any significant shift of the calendar back further into January. A stronger motivator for me is to 
preserve the possibility of travel and research during the winter break as well as the spring. A longer summer is not a 
priority for me. 

A longer Winter Break is worth going later into May. Why be in Ithaca in January if it is not necessary. 

Need time in January for international travel. 

While the commencement is admittedly quite late and interferes with potential community and family events for 
those who are involved in its facilitation, my understanding is that Cornell does not have a facility that can house 
graduation indoors and thus risks poor weather on graduation if done earlier than Memorial Day weekend. Also, the 
relatively long break between the semesters is useful for those who teach and conduct research and can use that 
time to "catch up" from the time spent on mentoring and teaching during the fall and to prepare for the next 
semester's mentoring and teaching. 

That's a cold time of year to start, which can pose greater dangers to students. Travel can be chaotic for several days 
following New Year's day. International students will have insufficient time to visit family. May interfere with 
graduate student vacations + conference preparations. 

The January break is important rejuvenation time. As a graduate student, this period is really conducive for writing. 

The January minimester is helpful for getting research jump-started before classes get added in again. S3 is nice 
because the spring break date is less late. 

The January break is too valuable to shorten: graduate students do research, international students go home, j-term 
trips are run, etc. 

This is too early for classes to start in January 

Starting towards the end of january gives grad students more time to do uninterrupted research before classes start. 

prefer longer winter break 

This reduces winter break far too much. 



I don't think we need February Break, and I don't think the semester should start earlier in January. 

long j-term is good 

Having school start later in January allows those students who are from out of state or out of the country to have 
more time to enjoy the holiday season with their families. 

A later January start is preferable. 

start date of january 11 is too soon. 

term is too early 

Semester starts too early 

January break days are valuable to reduce burn-out and destress. 

Shortening winter break is a terrible idea, especially for graduate students since that is a time we have to spend on 
research, fieldwork, and often presenting at conferences. 

Graduate students need a longer winter break to complete research requirements by the end of the semester. THIS 
SCHEDULE WOULD BE REALLY HARMFUL FOR GRADUATE STUDENT RESEARCH! 

I like having time in January to regroup before classes start back up again. 

Shortens the winter break 

I dont see any reason to move days from May to January 

Students need a long winter break even more than they need a long summer break. 

January 8th is way too early to start classes!!!! it is not consistent with the breaks of other MBA programs or schools. 

Winter break is too short on this schedule. 2 weeks shift is too much 

The longer winter break allows professional students to take on short internships or do international travel courses. 
This schedule would not allow for that because the start of spring term will be too close to exams for enough time 
for internships or enough time for professors to lead international courses and still spend time with their families, so 
it seems unlikely those courses would be offered anymore 

I would not want to start the semester so early. 

absolutely not! It will be the dead of winter when we start and hay fever season during finals. makes no sense. 

The long between semester break is actually an asset for Cornell faculty and graduate students, as well as for 
students completing winter break internships or shadowing. 

At first look, the S3 proposal would move Commencement to coincide with the Law School's Convocation.  Would 
Convocation need to be moved still earlier?  Such would wreak havoc with a "hurry-up-and-finish" Law School 
schedule that, in my opinion, already suffers from serious structural inadequacies.  S3 would allow (apart from the 
Law School) less time for pre-exam study, thus potentially impinging on student performance.  The S3 option 
effectively eliminates the winter Intersession break, and ends the semester earlier than need be.  I would favor 
elimination of the two-day February break as unnecessary.  Those living at great distances from campus cannot truly 
benefit from it anyway, aside from enjoying a couple of days for catch-up study. 

I think this is too early to start Spring semester and makes Winter break much too short. Also, those first two days in 
S3 (Thursday, Friday) are a waste of a week, especially followed by a 3-day weekend. Move those two first January 
days back to May, put in another study day in the middle of finals period to break up finals and give students a 
breather, and have commencement one week before Memorial Day (still a reasonable ending date). Seniors can 
have a full week. And better to have move-out day on a weekend so parents don't have to take days off of work to 
help their student move out. 



I don't see the point in moving the start date of classes earlier into January - it's just shortening winter break without 
any foreseeable benefit. 

Shortens winter break too much 

The long break between semesters in January is useful for graduate students to have an extended period to 
accomplish research objectives or to travel for field work. 

This starts WAY too early in January! For those of us graduate students that do international research (which is many 
of us), we rely on the January break time to go into the field! We need at least 3 weeks to ensure enough time to 
make an international trip worthwhile. 

Memorial Day Weekend is really late for commencement weekend, but it seems the calendar could be shifted up by 
one week; two weeks seems unnecessary. 

Less time for work/internships over break. Again, my program does not use this format. 

The longer winter break provides the chance for a wide variety of enriching experiences for motivated students. It is 
time to travel, to take part in a design contest, or, like it was for me this year, to truly dive into a thesis. 

The winter break is too short, during which the weather would be harsh. 

Ithaca is a horrible place to be in the winter. Please please please do not make class go all the way through January 
AND February. I do not think my mental health could survive this schedule. 

The first day of class may be a bit early... 

I think the long break between semesters is fantastic! Whether it's long relative to peers is, to me, not a good 
argument to change the break's duration. 

The longer winter break is a nice for relaxing and recovering after the first semester. 

Now classes are starting too early 

As a graduate student who uses both summer and winter vacations to conduct field reasearch, I really value our long 
winter break, and it creates valuable opportunities for research that aren't available to me in the summer. It would 
really be detrimental to my research to have classes start so much earlier simply to extend an already long summer 
vacation. 

Not in favor of starting so early in January. Depending on when the last day of fall final exams, this could make it 
challenging for students to travel home, especially international students, who need more time to travel. 

Starting day is too early 

Ithaca is cold.. I hope we can at least have the amount of winter break as we have these days. This will make winter 
break too short 

The starting time is too early. 

As the summer break is already quite long, a longer winter break allows students more options with regard to 
international travel etc. 

No no no no no. Just no. The long winter break was one thing I very much appreciated from Cornell. As much time 
away from the miserable cold here as possible would be best and the current schedule gives us a decent amount of 
time to recuperate from the awfully heavy workload here, especially from finals. 

With this schedule the break between semesters is too short (grad students rely on this period to do some field 
research!). I guess ending the semester early is helpful but this maintains the awkward spring break timing. 

Lack of winter break length means that students/faculty cannot take that time to pursue other opportunities 
(research trips, etc.). 

This makes winter break much too short. Some students do internships during this period, or winter courses. 
Summer does not need to be elongated so much on the spring end. 

Too short a winter break. We must avoid the worst winter patch in Early July. 



It doesn't give enough time for externships/work experience over winter break. 

Winter break is already a lot shorter than summer. 

Interferes with winter fieldwork Interferes with Plant & Animal Genome Conference Break not long enough for 
winter session classes 

It starts and ends too early. 

Especially if fall semester is pushed to a later end date, winter break will be woefully short. What about winter term 
courses? 

Absolutely not! The January term is crucial part of the university calendar. And it does not make any sense to end 
the semester so early. 

I want to avoid being in Ithaca during January because it is too cold. I love having almost the entire month of January 
to travel when flights are cheap. I don't care if the semester ends later than other school, because internships don't 
start until the beginning or middle of June anyway. 

do NOT want to start back the first week of january.  winter break will be way too short (especially if fall calendar 
moves) 

This makes the winter break too short. 

I think it would be a terrible idea to reduce the winter break like this. It's one of the gloomiest and hardest times in 
the year. Having a long winter break is vital to our well-being! I think this goes for students as well as teachers. 

For graduate students the time between christmas and the start of the semester is an extremely productive one in 
lab. This cuts out all that time where we get work done. It seems like all of these calendars were made in deference 
to undergraduates only without considering the graduate students. I like the long winter break and supposedly short 
summer. We are here all summer anyway so when the semester is doesn't really matter to me 

The semester will begin rather early in January, which isn't ideal for scholars who take advantage of longer winter 
breaks for research trips (like me). I have no opinion about the scheduling of Commencement. 

This does not give much of a winter break at all. Especially if given in conjunction with the 22nd of December as the 
final exam day. This is by far the worst of the bunch. Students need time to decompress from the semester. 

I like the longer winter break. As a graduate student, this gives me more time to recharge after a teaching load and 
get my own research done. 

The earlier start eliminates a lot of the productive, post-holiday prep and research time for faculty and would make 
for a very stressful start to the semester. 

Prefer the current starting date for spring semester. 

Please don't make me fly back here from my family in the first week of January. Does anyone even read these? Oh! 
Will this be read by some sort of computer program? I digress. In as much as these changed calendars are meant to 
improve student morale or anything of that ilk, I can't travel home over the end of the year and back with a 
semester that starts early January. I can't imagine anyone from the Southern Hemisphere can, and many of us 
already have the highest travel costs. Not a university concern, I know, but I do think this is a student contentness 
concern? 

This is extremely early to start classes compared to Cornell tradition of giving students a long winter break.  Winter 
is BRUTAL in Ithaca.  I would rather go a little Later into the summer. 

Substantially reduces opportunities for alternative plans over winter intersession; break day in first full week is silly 

Semester starts too early. 

The lengthy January break allows students and faculty alike to do such a variety of things. It is wonderful. Only 
having a break from December 22 to January 8 sounds horrible! 

It removes study time from finals. 

I cant imagine how international students will utilize the winter break as it will be extremely expensive trip for a 
short duration. Absolutely against this model. 



I would prefer more time for Winter Break, since it is shorter than Summer. 

Ithaca has such a special climate that Spring semester should start in late January. We should NOT force ourselves to 
stay the same with other schools and get ourselves killed in January. 

Long breaks allow for more flexible travel (including research travel); lengthening summer breaks imposes a cost on 
graduate students, whose stipends are only for semesters, not summer. 

I like our long winter break 

The shortening of winter break reduces travel opportunities. 

starts too early 

Winter break is too short to accomplish any short career-related internships 

Impossible for Graduates that have travels on winter break 

class starts too early 

don't move up classes. we all deserve a long christmas break. and as a grad student with a fixed summer schedule, 
this does nothing for me but cut short the amount of time i have to decompress between semesters. 

It takes too much time of winter break 

I like having more time off in January to go home for break 

I prefer a longer winter break, especially as an international student going home for Christmas and the New Year. 

Starting class that early is not consistent with standard conference submission / research deadlines in January, this 
would put Cornell faculty and research students at a disadvantage compared to other schools. 

No! Do not cut into winter break! 

Terrible - winter break is not long enough - does not give time to write grants or papers over winter. 

Is this schedule more in line with colleges in the south? A later January start date (as it is now) potentially allows 
students to avoid the coldest parts of the winter (which I think is important as a safety issue, more so than a comfort 
issue). 

I find the long winter break to be extremely helpful. It allows people to get something else done in between the 
terms. 

I definitely do not want to change commencement 

For graduate students it is better that classes start later in January, so that they can spend more time in the lab 
while there are no classes. 

This creates a much shorter winter break. 

No one wants to be in Ithaca in January 

Though the winter break is indeed long, the early day off is awkward. 

Moving commencement to a non-holiday weekend hurts the chances of parents being able to take time off and be 
able to come see their children graduate. 

Because Ithaca in January is terrible. I love the long winter break - it gives you enough time to do something cool 
with your January (and fully recover before starting the next semester) 

As a graduate student working toward may conferral, moving things up so much put excessive pressure on spring 
semester PhD candidates. I'm breaking my back to be ready by May 5th, moving it up two weeks adds excessive 
stress by essentially forcing students to be done with dissertations by mid February to make it through the defense 
process by the new commencement. 



Jan 8 is too early to start. Instead of moving the start of the semester forward two weeks, why not just move it one 
week? 

I don't think the between semester break is longer than our peers.  Most private schools have a month off for the 
winter. 

A shorter break doesn't give 1st, 2nd or 3rd vet students much time to do externahips over break. 

Good for spring, but those international/out-of-state students would only get 2 weeks off with your proposed 
calendar. Unless you add low cost airlines to Ithaca airport, this doesn't work. Cut spring semester by 1 week to have 
graduation on a cheaper flight weekend. 

Less enjoyable break, does not allow for sufficient vacations 

i like having a longer exam period 

winter break too short for international students 

The long winter break is really good to recuperate after the fall semester. Also shorter break might mean that 
international students wouldn't be able to go home for the holidays 

THIS IS ABSOLUTELY TERRIBLE. No high school students taking AP exams will be able to attend their siblings 
graduation ceremony because of the exam schedule. DO NOT DO NOT DO NOT PASS F3 

Cutting 2 weeks out of winter break may make some students unable to travel home. would be better to shift one 
week earlier, not two 

Classes begin to early to make a winter break meaningful. It discourages international students from travelling back 
home at all. 

Don't reduce study period. 

As a graduate student, I appreciate the longer winter break in order to focus on my own research. 

This is a bad schedule as I have conferences that I need to attend at the beginning of January. It also reduces time 
for me to get research/fieldwork done in the winter. 
 


